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Establish and Monitor Progress Toward Specific Writing Goals

RATIONALE

Goals give both students and teachers a target to aim at, a context and a purpose. Some goals are waiting at the door the day students first walk in. These goals might include standards created by the state or district that all students must master before they graduate. Other goals might be unique to the teacher, who believes that all students must learn to persuade people or that correctness counts above all else. Thus, we must be aware of the goals imposed on us as teachers and those which we impose, depending on our own biases, on students.

Obviously the goal of any writing course or instruction is effective written communication. To monitor writers’ progress in any area, however, teachers must evaluate their current level of understanding and ability. This evaluation may come from the previous year’s portfolio or be generated by initial writing assignments designed to show what the student knows and is able to do. In my class, for example, I often use the summer reading as the basis for such a writing assessment, as it shows me not only what they know about writing about literature but also how well they can write in general.

WHAT TO DO

• Assess their current skills and knowledge. As mentioned earlier, there are several ways of doing this, but the point is you cannot create or progress toward goals if you do not know what you can and cannot do now.

• Establish course goals. This way you’ll know what you are trying to accomplish by the end of the course. Such goals should also be aligned with the appropriate standards. Another way of conceiving this is to ask, What do I want them to know and be able to do at the end of this course? Such “backward planning” allows you to figure out the steps that will help you and your students achieve that result.

• Establish short- and long-term goals. In his book Results: The Key to Continuous School Improvement (1999), Mike Schmoker emphasizes the importance of “rapid results,” by which he means short-term goals that can give teachers and students a sense of immediate improvement and create
a feeling of momentum, and long-term goals that serve as the foundation of a teacher’s or school’s program. When instruction, planning, professional development, and curricular resources are aligned with these short- and long-term goals, and implemented in a coherent, competent, and consistent way in a course and throughout the school, improvement is the natural result.

• **Create goals that are appropriate.** Goals must consider the individual student’s needs and abilities. While those external goals such as the state exit exam or the SAT matter very much, the students begin where they are. Students arrive in the class at different developmental stages and with a range of needs and abilities. The reason individualized goals are so important is that they can account for students’ unique needs; the student with learning differences, for instance, who truly struggles to generate or organize ideas for a writing assignment, can focus on that, making that a priority. The teacher can then teach them strategies and introduce them to software applications and other tools that might help them gain a level of fluency that allows them to write with greater ease and confidence.

• **Align instruction and goals with the standards.** As you plan, begin by asking which standards are most appropriate to this part of your course, and be sure that what your students do builds their capacity to meet such standards.

• **Individualize your goals.** I do not mean that you should create some labyrinth of 143 different sets of goals for each student. Instead, students need to become responsible for their own learning, must develop—with the teacher’s guidance through conferences, if necessary—their own goals so that they may internalize these goals. These goals should then be written down, for example, in the students’ writing folder or in their binder so they can revisit them easily.

• **Reflect on progress toward their goals.** Both you and the students should evaluate how much progress they are making and the reasons for it. Reflection is key to improved ability; if the writer does not increase their awareness of their craft, of how one choice improves or undermines a piece of writing, they will not develop to their full capacity. Students can engage in such reflection at various times: before they begin, while they are working on an assignment, and after.

• **Refine and revise goals.** As students demonstrate some mastery of a goal, they should make it more specific or move on to new goals that seem the next logical step in their progress as a writer.

• **Focus your feedback.** Instead of giving students feedback about everything they did right and wrong throughout the paper, limit your comments to those goals you are currently focusing on in the class.
EVALUATE YOUR TEACHING AND STUDENTS’ PROGRESS

- Measure progress by multiple means using data from multiple sources. Students and teachers can and should measure improvement by both formal and informal means. An anecdotal comment by a student that it’s getting easier for her to write is valid, important evidence of her improvement. Portfolios and writing folders offer more organized means of monitoring progress since teachers and students can thumb through, comparing their recent work with earlier efforts on similar assignments. Teachers can assess the appropriateness of goals and what gains have been made through conferences and curbside chats at the student’s desk; for example, the teacher can stop by to see how well a student is beginning the paper, if that is something a particular student has identified as a problem for them. Rubrics also provide targeted feedback about students’ performance in a specific domain; ideally the rubric will be aligned with the traits you are teaching. State exit exams, while problematic, are an obstacle students must clear; thus, their score on these tests gives you and the students specific feedback about their performance and those standards that continue to stand in their way.
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